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Chapter 1:
A)

Satisfaction Guarantee:
Within 90 days from delivery (usually within a few days), you will experience substantially enhanced physical and mental performance,
and deeper more restful sleep; or your purchase price will be refunded. The device must be returned in ‘like new’ condition. Please seek
tech support

Warranty:
Your EarthPulse™ device is unconditionally warranted from defects
in materials and workmanship for 1 year from delivery. 2nd & 3rd
year repairs and shipping back to you for nominal $50 fee. 4th & 5th
will replace it w/ same or newer model for the above fees; where
misuse or Water damage please see Warranty page on website for
details. For warranty service & tech support please email tech-support@sleep-tech.com; for return instructions please contact your
dealer directly.

Disclaimer:
PEMF research and videos contained on our website and in this and
other printed materials are not offered to suggest or imply that you
will achieve similar results with use of our Magnetic-Supplementation device and methods. Published studies are provided for your
reference and research purposes only and are not intended to recommend our device as a drug or as a diagnosis for any illness or
disease condition; nor as a product to eliminate disease or other
medical condition.
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mation found and opinions expressed anywhere on
our website, in printed materials or user documentation are never to
be construed as medical advice. Readers should consult appropriate
health-care professionals on any matter relating to their health.
Our product is not intended to be used to diagnose, treat, cure or
prevent any disease. The information herein has not been evaluated
there are no governmental health agencies that recognize a need

-

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:

v.5

2

Reading online allows external links to pages that provide backinternal links will still continue to add to your User Manual experiimprove your statistical probability of success under nearly any condition. You will better able to help your friends and family under most
conditions as well. For ease of use all links are in blue font italicized.
See TROUBLE SHOOTING & AGITATION, if sleep is worse than
normal; or if pain or other symptoms increase; or if you believe there
is a hardware malfunction.
The easiest way to objectively monitor body’s progress at the cellular level is via the Resting-Breath-Hold (RBH) test that accurately

section dedicated to it linked top right.
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-

-

cessful please contact your dealer directly.

B) SAFETY GUIDELINES

pecially where pets, children or water may be present.

-

Due to relatively low voltage the EarthPulse is not much of a concern
for pets and children.
Pets chewing through cables or children placing power supply tip in
their mouth will receive only mild electric shock.
Safety Guidelines Continued Next Page;

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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Pregnancy:
We cannot recommend EarthPulse™ until it has been proven safe
and or size of baby. Please don’t take a chance with nighttime use.
An hour or two power-nap per day through a pillow to head is advisable to help support neuroendocrine function and neurotransmission.

Heart Pacemakers, Deep Brain Stimulators and Other
Electronic Implants
Until EarthPulse™ has been proven compatible to current state of
heart pacer and deep brain stimulation technologies, you should not
implanted lead wires.

Infants & Adolescents:
core electromagnet (80 gauss) through 6 inch mattress. Where mat-

stunted growth parameters should get as must amplitude as tolerable.

Hot Electromagnet:
plitude, electromagnets will get hot to palm of hand, but just warm
temperature for local application of heat and PEMF.
Running controller in transportable pack results in controller running
warmer than normal. Again, controller will be warm to the back of the
hand after long periods of run-time inside the transportable case. Do
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CROSS-Polarity Ring: See Magnet Schematic
(larger than internal diameter of the ring) or for nighttime application
tire night.

-

under body part.
tor headache. Use dual-polarity ring only as described in RECOVER-MODE Local-Application section.

Known Parasitic Infections:
ic infection it is best to invest your money in the Bob Beck Protocol
and return your EarthPulse™ immediately until you are recovered.

North-Polarity:
them.

line.
SOUTH should not be faced toward the body intentionally. Holding
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:

C) Brain Wave Tutorial:
1 - 3 Hz.........................................................................Delta rhythm

-

Dozens of Animal Studies
tion; over 20 Hz causes stress hormone production.

-

Delta rhythm:
Associated with deep, rejuvenating sleep; respiration, heart-rate and
tered for repair, hormone synthesis, memory consolidation and immune function.

Theta rhythm:
Associated with lucid dreaming, sleep and other mental states where
the mind is wandering; like dreaming, day-dreaming and imagination. Theta irregularity has been linked to several neurological disease states including; Alzheimer’s, epilepsy, Parkinson’s, MS, ADD,
ADHD, schizophrenia, migraine, cluster and other headache symptoms. See Anninos and Sandyk bibliographies.

Alpha rhythm:
Associated with relaxed, calm, and meditative state. Alpha rhythms
also occur during sleep, particularly while falling asleep and again in
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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morning prior to waking. Associated with thought process and heightened learning.

Low-Beta rhythm:
centration. Associated with alert, active thought-processing state
ited or fearful.

Schumann waves - the brain’s pacemaker
brain waves. For more on Schumann waves and Entrainment:
http://www.ussdiscovery.com/SchumanEntrainment.htm
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:

The modern era of electric power and telecommunications has created an invisible, global cloud of electromagnetic pollution (EMP)

EMP is now so intense and pervasive that it drowns out the
the most remote places. Humans and animals evolved in these natcies are foreign to the body and impair its ability to function properly.
Just as vitamins, minerals, phytochemicals and fatty acids are essential biochemical compounds that cannot be produced by body
these geomagnetic vitamins as a tuning fork that keep our mitochon-

cell’s energetic properties and cause excess oxidative stress.
Your body / brain are the most sensitive antenna in the natural world.
Our pineal gland (magnetite bearing tissue) and mitochondria act
geomagnetic resonances; they are crippled in the presence of EMP.
This is analogous to recharging a battery with the correct type of
are causing the health of the general population to break down cat-

9

Much like the battery example above, man-made EMP essentially
robs our natural ability to generate adenosine triphosphate (ATP the
psychological, physiological, neurological and hormonal processes.

and the geomagnetic resonance at 9.6 Hz.
What you can expect is deeper more restful sleep, more vivid dream
states, enhanced energy, better aerobic capacity, better focus, less
increase in muscular strength and stamina respectively within 90-

closely to health and vitality than current medical science recognizes.
The Resting-Breath-Hold (RBH) test shows how long your body
can sustain itself on one breath of air. This is a function of oxygen
metabolism far more so than cardiovascular health; and is directcrease slightly due to improved diaphragm muscle function, lung-vol-

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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E) Importance of Nutritional Supplements
going to allow your body to regenerate your knee cartilage, rotator
cuff, hip, disk, whatever without proper nutritional components in the
diet. An analogy, is trying to build a brick wall without cement. All the
PEMF in the world isn’t going to let your body produce the connective tissue if the components are simply not there. Perhaps a better
analogy would be to say you can’t build a brick wall without bricks.
That being said, author was suffering from a severely degenerated
left rotator cuff. First dislocation 15th April 1986, and last of 22 dislo-

separate when my arm crossed my chest. Old age wasn’t looking
Enter the EarthPulse™, Friday 24th May 2002; drank two mugs (as
in large mugs) of espresso coffee at 12 noon and drove to the shop
to pick up v.1 EarthPulse; on / off analog 9.6 Hz.
Home and set up in bedroom by 1:30 p.m. Pulled the window shades,
switched the device on, said a ‘Hail Mary’ and laid down with my
head on the magnet (about 60 gauss) through a folded towel.

sharper balance while walking out of bedroom and proceeded to
hours; 12 hours the next 24; and 6 hours the next for a total of 36
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of the next 3 months, the 16-year-old 22-dislocations - destroyed -

ever. 14 years later my shoulder / left arm is in better shape than it’s

Supplements you should get for maximum regeneration:
Organic Sulfur has completely replaced our use of Joint Formula; OS
der dudes were pretty smart; they forced farmers in America to start
using petrochemical fertilizers back in the 1950’s knowing that pretty
aged. This is why our great-grandparents didn’t know much about
detoxify the body from chemtrail poisons (nano metals).
from GLCdirect.com) work strictly on your connective tissue where
OS is important constituent in all types of tissue regeneration. OS

you may want to use both JF & OS for a month or two before switchAt about a rounded teaspoon per day of Organic Sulfur, my entire
grow like weeds. A note of caution, do not be talked into buying MSM
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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All the information you need to know about sulfur is in links below. My
own will help considerably but cannot fully regenerate the connective
tissues without the nutritive components in the body system.
so it dissolves in the bubbles as it falls though the soda, then top off
-

PEMF can create an environment where miraculous natural healing
will occur (we guarantee it or your money back), but the nutritive
component is just as important as the PEMF for full resolution….
please don’t try and cut corners now. Remember, you can’t build a
you have your nutritive components covered.
Mercola NaturoDoc Air Water America
For neurological health, you must take a calcium supplement. The
from bones to try and support itself.
Unfortunately leached bone calcium is not very bio-available in the
nervous system and is what causes calcium deposits where you
cy and/or age and/or sedentary lifestyle. PEMF and a good calcium
not able to sleep in Recover).
We take the yellow/black label version.
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sy, Parkinson’s, MS, others), in addition to the above recommendaStarch turns into sugar and fruits are full of it. Wean yourself off the
pieces of fruit per day...no more.
larly great program on coconut oil and ketones with Mr. Coconut, Dr.
Bruce Fife. One should also look into the multi-level product ASEA.
We have heard of great results adding it to PEMF for neurological
diseases like Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s.
For the record, all our videos on Parkinson’s were done with no
ments whatsoever. That being said, take your supplements so the
excess cell energy has all the tools it needs to complete the regeneration process.
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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F) Resting-Breath-Hold Test Directions:
ciency of oxygen metabolism, and thereby ATP levels and cell mem-

Preparation & Oxygen Loading:
time, so that each attempt is made with approximately same oxygen
levels. Oxygen load should be precisely replicated each time to in-

position. A recliner chair is perfect, though you can do it in same
comfortable chair or lying down. Please keep body position consistent from test to test.
You will need a watch or clock with a second hand nearby so you
may view time by shifting eyes without moving body position. Movthrough your system and is why you must keep position same from
test to test for ideal accuracy.
-

ing heart rate to slow.

Once you feel relaxed and heart rate is as slow as it is likely to get,
gen load for 60 seconds or more; 45 seconds; 30 seconds. Whatever
you choose, but this MUST remain same from test to test.
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Timing Breath Hold:
At end of oxygen loading, exhale last breath as fully as possible and
start right at :00 seconds so no mistakes can be made.

- clear the mind of thought;
- don’t check time until you are ready to begin your exhale...
this helps keep your mind in neutral;
- the process of exhaling counts toward total time as you are
still using the breath being timed; you’ll know when you need to exhale and how fast; end time at beginning of next breath.

exhale process using this method may take from 20 - 40 seconds.
Oxygen burn rate during your lifetime. Use same methods always for
accurate comparison from year to year.

mitochondrial oxygen burn rate; and should improve for YEARS.
of tobacco.

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:

CHAPTER 2: QuickStart Guide:

A) Getting Started Sleep on Command v.5 / v.5Pro;
• one modular electromagnet (v.5) or two electromagnets (v.5Pro)
• international pin adapter for your shipping location
• padded carrying-case
1) Please complete at least one Resting-Breath-Hold (RBH) test

3) Plug power-supply cable into the large jack on back of control unit.
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4) Firmly plug electromagnet(s) into remaining jack(s).
Please familiarize yourself with electromagnet schematic diagram
so there is no confusion removing cross-polarity-ring, core & base-

net(s) look like the
cross-polarity-ring removed.

on next page with

-

-

on knowing how much amplitude is comfortable during initial session
A small percentage of users are sensitive to EMF even at these low
arrows are amplitude control during runtime.

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:

AIR-CORE
80 Gauss

SLEEP

600 Gauss

NORTH POLE
SOUTH POLE
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CROSS-POLARITY
local application
750 Gauss

across the center of the solid electromagnet core (as shown in photo
below);

Testing

magnet

2) Raise ring 1/4-1/2 inch (1-2 cm) above core to feel pulsing signal;
3) Move to 3/4 inch or 2-3 cm above core and it is very weak if not
relatively unnoticeable.

will become hot to palm of hand after hours of magnet trapped in

While it may feel hot to touch on the palm side of hand, it should feel
no heat depending upon type of cushions and ambient temperature.
pletely safe level of heat makes you uneasy, operate at lower amplitude when magnet is trapped in bedding.
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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D) Initial 1-3 Hour Session: (please do baseline RBH test)
Please do this session as far from nighttime sleep as possible.

magnet

schematic;

ing up on top of mattress under a soft yet thin pillow. Position your
head to have the magnet directly below base of skull;

low, adjust amplitude up or down according to comfort level;

-

d1) Initial session v.5Pro
tress under base of spine (pad with folded towel if necessary
for comfort);

fore/after tests like handwriting sample, let family member watch/
video tape your walking, getting in/out of your favorite chair, walking
will want to repeat this initial session with more and more amplitude
(adding core and base) every day until you plateau your performance
enhancement;

21

Initial Session Checklist;

tial accliBACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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waking during the night.

back program.
be increased focus, better balance and coordination, better handAs capillaries dilate some will hear their heart beating, or feel the
blood coursing through their veins.

to normal in 10 minutes or so.

should be measured before & after 20 minutes cooling off period.
Similarly, sports-testing should give 20 minutes cooling off period.

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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F) Agitation
-

removing metal housing completely. Remember,

.

mattress, under lumbar area; increase or decrease power as necessary.

of the feet from the foot of the bed (use a 380 degree band of masking tape around pillow tape-to-tape to keep magnet positioned on it’s

plitude or alternatively move coil closer to the body.

-

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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Solid-core w / base-plate as shown in photo
justment software allows setting down to just
loosened or removed for further reduction.
plitude up / down using arrow buttons during runtime.

-

During general nighttime use, place sleep-magnet under mattress
north pole facing up toward body. Orient under known troubled areas like prostate or lumbar or hips; or if no issues under the chest/
shoulders.

v.5 Pro: one magnet under chest/shoulders and one under
hips (unless using one for local application all night).
All programs are algorithmic running entire
program over shorter & longer timer settings.
• SLEEPEASY:
between 3 Hz and 1 Hz three more times until wake up phase during
last 30 minutes of programming. 1 hour buffer runs at 14.1 Hz upon
completion of timer to avoid sleeping through the wake up phase.
• SLEEP 1:

25

buffer of 14.1 Hz prior to shut down.
• SLEEP-2:

-

prior to 1 Hr 14.1 Hz buffer & shut down.
• SLEEP 3:
• SLEEP 4:

timer setting up to 12 hours. The 1 hour 14.1 Hz buffer effectively
for meditation experimentation.

never attain this.

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:

D) Choosing Sleep Program Based upon Initial Session
perative you follow directions for initial exposure session above.
ness or lucid dreaming during the initial session you should begin nighttime use with

(3 Hz).
This is pretty subjective, because there is no magic formula. You’ll
To increase your statistical probability of success, please contact
tech support
sleep. You’ll never know what works unless you try.

E) Fall-Back Settings When Unable to Sleep
-

in morning.

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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F) Electromagnet Placement for Sleep
F1

under torso; or under affected body part from
under mattress. This works especially well to reduce nighttime toilet trips when under mattress
under pelvis

F1a) v.5Pro: One magnet under hips, One magnet under
shoulders; both under mattress; alternatively one magnet can be
placed under pillow once or twice a week for added endocrine ben-

When magnet on top of mattress; lay with body part adjacent to the
coil or tape to side of pillow so it is facing toward the body part horizontally from side or purchase foam topper so body part is hovering
1-2 inches above the magnet; or lie on top of coil directly; or use
elbows, knees, shoulder, feet, hip is concerned. Run magnet cable

hour sessions of sleep throughout the day / night and then switch to
amplitude; use cotton sock to cover magnet if in bed with you.

to read HealingStories.pdf on the documents home page where you
downloaded this Manual.
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:

F3) Dual - Polarity Ring -ON- for Nighttime Use
Dual-Polarity-Ring is designed to be used
diameter of the ring. Positioning should be
kept very stable when ring used. Ace-type
also trap heat for synergistic effect.
Wrap damaged area with one layer of elastic bandage for padding then wrap remainder of bandage in many layers over top of

handle reduce amplitude.

injury. South-Pole will radiate in a fairly large perimeter around the

get from the target, the larger the circle of illumination. Same with the

and wider the further away from the target tissue. Do not use the

under mattress near hips and second magnet under mattress under chest.
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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The chest-coil moves to under pillow (to say, avert hang-over) or
neck, or attached for example to hand or elbow during night with
tached to knee or ankle or foot or lumbar area for local application.
way to deliver signal to the brain. This is author’s favorite position
on those occasional nights where falling asleep is taking more time
than normal.
chest and the other magnet that is normally under the hips is Ace® banof spine if curvature is enough to do so comfortably; or use thin padding.
Two magnets may be ace bandaged to same body part for
added effect. Arrange two magnets at 90 degrees in relation to each other where possible; vs. from opposite sides.

v.5Pro
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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er with a cotton sock to shield body from heat as bedding does not
absorb much and metal housing will get hot.
program gives you the best sleep. That being said, if critically injured,

tween 10 Hz and accelerated healing; more so than any other fremore than its fair share of published, peer reviewed research on mitochondrial related effects. These key 10 Hz studies can be viewed
on our website through this link.

see diagram in QuickStart chapter

metal-parts:

inside the diameter of the ring.
Metal magnet housing parts are made from a special hard,
utes of run-time becomes a relatively strong static magnet with
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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south component expanding and contracting from its edge at
sides of the cross-polarizing ring and the base-plate are static
-

and by induction that entire baseplate becomes a south static
through faraday materials that normally stop cell phone signals cold.
locally.

(or any choice in between .1 and 14.1 Hz). At end of timer device
shifts up to 14.1 Hz and will run for 1 additional hour to help you
becomes amplitude setting once device is in active mode.
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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3)
Alert mode allows you the option to use the device while working or driving to help maintain
makes you drowsy but you can’t afford to be.
ruptive signal to help protect you where you
must use your laptop in WiFi mode, or all day
top of magnet, or at base of chair just touching your tail-bone. With v.
at tip of tail bone. Do not use above solar plexus level (on back of
chair for example near neck) as signal will have tendency to interfere
MODE running near head/neck still makes us drowsy.

in the device’ range in 30 minutes to an hour.
begins at 9.6 Hz then steadily slows to 1 Hz
and 2.5 Hz & 1.5 Hz (peaks in Schumann
though not recognized by scientists as Schumann peaks...HUH?)
You will notice by these Schumann charts immediately below that all
-

power napping and neurological issues not responding to Recover.
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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to base of skull is not producing desired effect. One should note if
any particular speed of blinking diode (representing the output pulse
1 hour 14.1 Hz ‘buffer’.

Ring near the head. Dual polarity ring near head gives the inventor
a headache.

Entrain-Down is used as an alternative to
whatever reason, user does not wish to be
runs for 1 hour beginning at 9.6 Hz and shuts
off when reaching 1 Hz.

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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Regardless of which program you have to use for best sleep, ergofrom training.
the gym, train at same resistance levels as the week prior and count
their increased reps at the usual resistance levels. Routine increase
-

Outside the weight room; how you judge your improvement is as
varied as there are sports, or just climbing stairs, or if in really bad
shape, simply how far you can walk before you need to rest. Today is
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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7) PETS
sleeping beside you in bed at night
(if you allow that), during the day
set timer for 12 hours and place
your pets’ favorite resting place.

dog or cat just center it under the
cushion where they like to lay. Mobility where lacking, will improve in
bo effect, unless of course they’re
smarter than we give them credit
for.

Do not operate controller at greater than 12 volts DC input or
wave-form will decompose doing more harm than good.

Appendix II: TROUBLE SHOOTING
1) Sleeping Worse:
AGITATION

2) Sleeping Same as Before EarthPulse:
blinking on controller and core is installed into base plate. Refer to
photo below.
inch (1-2 cm) above the center of the core as pictured to be able to
ly. Make sure to spin the jack while inserting into plug.

Testing

magnet

so sticking with same MODE until it begins to work is worth the effort. We’ve seen two women go 10 weeks before the brain began to
lock on. Skipping from one program to another over the course of
a month or two is not the best way to get the brain to lock onto the
signal. Moving the magnet around and trying more or less amplitude
with the same mode is the far-better approach.
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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3) Dull Headache Upon Waking:
Dull headaches upon waking are a common issue during acclimation. Dull headache is pressure caused by dilated capillaries and
more blood in the brain than used to. Headache can also be related
to detox. Move coil down to under lower back or hips (under mattress); if problem persists move coil to under hips or knees; and try
lowering amplitude. Move back toward head 6-12 inches per week.

4) Sleeping Better then Deteriorates:
ering or raising amplitude or alternative magnet placements below.

-

5) Still Waking at Night for Toilet:
Move electromagnet under mattress aligned for hips until issue
abates. We’ve had 96 year old retired doctor go from 5 times a night
you. Works almost as well for women as for men. Most will go from
day-1.

izontally. Place pillow at foot of bed under top sheet and aim core
toward soles of feet, resting most comfortable foot against magnet
using either foot depending on body sleeping position. This is surprisingly effective though farthest from the head.
Try from between headboard (or wall) and the mattress behind your
pillow, pointing horizontally toward crown of head, with pillow / head
at varying distances from it.
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:

From under the pillow (you’ve probably tried this already) with both
core/base installed; then just the black air-core coil with no metal
-

urations.

The coil can be positioned against the side of neck when sleeping on
ently than from under the pillow. Authors favorite fall back position
on those rare nights where he’s got trouble falling asleep is magnet
pressing right against jugular, lying on stomach with head turned to

by the heat if touching it if running under bedding for full run-time.
Trapped up against the body during long local applications, the body
acts as a heat-sink so magnet never gets uncomfortably warm and
works synergistically with PEMF. Perfect temperature for applying
local heat. A cotton athletic sock will shield some of the heat from

pillow with or without metal parts as per your personal taste. Experiment with more or less amplitude to see what is more effective.

through a pillow to see if you lose consciousness and if you can do
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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9) Pain Increases With Use:
Sometimes pain will increase due to EarthPulse™ use and this we
pensate for constant pain signaling by reducing their transmission.
As part of the healing response, these nerves will begin sending the
best to work through it.

10) RBH Test Results:
-

be discontinued and tech support contacted immediately to arrange
return.

11) Power Supply Issues:
Power supply always shows red-diode when plugged into active
power source. However, lighted diode not always ensures power is
being supplied to controller if tip or jack has gone bad.
Power supply specs:
Jack specs:
(-) external diameter - 5.5mm
This multi-voltage power supply from RadioShack makes an exEU Amazon replacement.
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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• check that wall outlet or power strip is turned on
-

tempt power on again

persistent please accept our apologies and email for service.
support for repair or replacement instructions.

email tech-

Sleep-well, live long and prosper.
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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